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Stockmanship Training with Curt Pate: It’s All about
Pressure
By Lindsay Ferlito and Betsy Hicks, Cornell University Cooperative Extension North
Country Regional Ag Team and South Central NY Dairy and Field Crops Team
You’ve been handling cattle for years, and you do it every
day, so what’s there to think about? At a 2019 Cornell
Cooperative Extension Dairy Manager Training Program, Curt
Pate, a rancher and stockmanship expert from Montana,
demonstrated that there actually is a lot to think about.
Dairy cattle have been domesticated for a long time, and
they are handled daily, so it’s easy to forget how big of an
impact our presence can have on them.
How we handle cattle can significantly affect both their
mental state and their productivity. Curt explained that
animals can’t be in “survival” mode and “growth” mode at
the same time, so if we are mishandling them, and creating a
stressful environment, their health and production will be
negatively impacted. We need to therefore design barns and
handle cows effectively to minimize stress and keep the
animal in “growth” mode.
Barn and facility design plays a critical role in minimizing
stress and making it easier to move cattle, but ultimately it is
up to the handler to use the right technique and apply the
right pressure to move the cows successfully. As Curt says,
moving cattle does not take physical strength, it takes your
mind. You need to be smart, aware, and present to
effectively move cattle. While cattle handling should be low
stress, it also requires you to know how to apply effective
pressure at the right time.

When working cattle, they have two options: they can react
to a situation, or they can think about the situation before
they respond. Rather than having cows that use only their
instinct and react to every situation, we can work with our
cows to have them think about a situation. Over time, this
tendency to have cows think first before reacting can be
trained. Depending on how they are handled, however, cows
can switch back and forth between thinking and reacting.
This makes every moment working with animals a learning
experience, as the handler can recognize movements that
either engage the cow’s brain or switch it off.
Different situations call for different kinds of pressure.
Driving pressure is effective for moving cows to the parlor.
When moving animals quickly, a handler can use their
movement behind the cow to allow the cow to watch them
move from the left side of the cow to the right side of the
cow. Because a cow’s eyes are located on the side of their
head, a handler can utilize this when handling by “switching
eyes” on the cow. A cow would prefer to stop and turn to
look at the handler, but by moving from one side to the
other and switching eyes, the cow is continually propelled
forward. If the handler just worked from one side of the
cow, the cow would eventually stop and turn at least her
head, if not her whole body, to fully see the handler. The
handler can maintain this forward movement by constantly

There are three types of pressure that a person can use on
cattle – driving, drawing, and maintaining. Driving pressure is
just what it implies – it is pressure used to move or “drive”
cattle away from us to a specific location. Drawing pressure
is the opposite of that, and can be slightly harder to achieve.
Drawing pressure involves getting the attention of the
animal and having the animal walk towards that pressure.
The third type of pressure, maintaining pressure, involves
being able to maintain the animal’s attention, without
having them move towards or away from that pressure.
Driving pressure can be a person, a crowd gate, or a dog.
Drawing pressure can be the sound of pen gates opening or
the sound of the vacuum pump, or movements by a person
to draw animals closer to them. Maintaining pressure can be
the hardest to achieve, as it is asking the cow to wait to
make a decision on which way it will go.
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applying pressure from eye to eye behind the cow.

When getting cows up off their beds, often handlers will
stand next to the cow and tap the stall divider or speak to
the cow to encourage her to get up. A different strategy
explained by Curt involves the handler rocking back and
forth from left leg to right leg to encourage the cow to stand
up and back out of her stall. This constant movement applies
different pressure to the cow that will drive her up and back
out of the stall, rather than allowing her to stand and wait
for further pressure from the handler. The constant
movement keeps the cow just a little bit out of her comfort
zone, and she will back out of her stall with little
encouragement other than the rocking.
Sorting cows utilizes drawing pressure to be most effective.
Many handlers will work cattle in close proximity, with that
area getting smaller and smaller as more animals are sorted
out of the group. Using drawing pressure allows a greater
area around the group of cows. The cow’s attention is drawn
to the handler as he or she backs up and away from the
group. Cattle will spread out and even move towards the
handler. Driving pressure can then be used to make a certain
cow go the desired direction.
The amount of pressure used in any given situation is more
about the balance of the cow in that particular moment. If
the handler is between a cow and the herd, her balance
point is actually behind the handler with the rest of the herd.
Using the point of the shoulder of the cow is too close of a
balance point, and will likely be ineffective on this cow. She
will probably try to move past the handler because the
shoulder is too close to the handler to make her move any
other way other than to move to the herd. Distance should
be factored in when trying to effectively move this cow, and
pressure used earlier on to allow for this point of balance
being so far behind the handler. The handler should always
try to maintain the cow in the “thinking” part of her brain.

As a handler, there are other situations
that might be useful to consider. When
loading cows on to a trailer, the
loading height should be as level as
possible. Also, the surface appearance
should be as consistent as possible
from the barn to the trailer. For
example, putting shavings on the floor of the barn and
shavings on the trailer eases the transition from one to the
other. In addition, many handlers have found that having the
engine of the truck that is attached to the trailer being shut
off is helpful.
Additional time and patience should be used to move cows
when they are overstocked, in the sick or lame pen, or under
heat stress. In any of these situations, the movement of the
cow is compromised, whether by her health or physical
constraints within the pen. Allowing for ample time to move
these cows will benefit all parties, as it will be less stressful
and movement more intentional. Young heifers should also
be allowed more time and patience when handled. Time
spent with these groups of animals will help in the long run,
especially if we take the time to train them to “think” rather
than react. Many handlers have been knocked over by
heifers losing their footing as they run by and slip on
manure. Keeping these heifers thinking will minimize their
reactions and make movement more deliberate and less
chaotic.
Some dairy farms also utilize bulls. While this is not
recommended from a safety standpoint, a farm that runs
bulls in their pens should properly train their employees to
handle them appropriately. When working with bulls,

The handler wants her to use her mind first, then her feet.
The handler should work with her and her balance points in
that moment to turn her when sorting and get her to stop
with both front feet and ears forward when approaching the
handler. This movement shows she is “thinking” rather than
reacting. The handler’s movements and pressure will allow
her to walk past if she’s thinking, rather than running past if
she’s reacting. Working with heifers to train them on this can
be helpful in avoiding injuries from cattle. Allowing cattle to
run past a handler only teaches them to disregard space;
maintaining that thinking action in the cow allows the cow to
grow and respond more calmly the next time she’s in that
situation.
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handlers should be able to turn the bull with minimal driving
pressure. Bulls should be worked with to maintain that
relationship and space requirement of the human, but above
all else, handlers need to be vigilant and pay attention to any
changes in attitude or demeanor of the bull. Once a bull fails
to respect the driving pressure and space requirement of the
handler, that bull should be out the door.
Cows should know the difference between when they’re
being worked and when they’re not being worked. For
instance, we don’t want cows to get up every time we enter
the pen, but we do want to effectively get them up to move
them to the parlor when it’s their time to be milked.
Adopting a mannerism when you’re moving cows is helpful
to let them know what to expect. This can be in the way the
handler carries him or herself, eye contact with the animal,
utilizing that rocking movement to back cows out of a stall,
and making a certain noise when driving pressure is being
used.
A good stockman doesn’t do the same thing every day no
matter the situation. They adapt to the cow and the situation
and utilize different amounts and forms of pressure to
achieve movement. Keep this in mind as you are moving
cows next time and be aware of the type of pressure you are
applying and how the cows are reacting. Remember, “mind
first, then feet”.
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